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Abstract
Cosmic ray air showers emit radio pulses at MHz frequencies, which can be measured with radio antenna
arrays – like LOPES at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany. To improve the understanding of
the radio emission, we test theoretical descriptions with measured data. The observables used for these tests
are the absolute amplitude of the radio signal, and the shape of the radio lateral distribution. We compare
lateral distributions of more than 500 LOPES events with two recent and public Monte Carlo simulation
codes, REAS 3.11 and CoREAS (v 1.0). The absolute radio amplitudes predicted by REAS 3.11 are in good
agreement with the LOPES measurements. The amplitudes predicted by CoREAS are lower by a factor of
two, and marginally compatible with the LOPES measurements within the systematic scale uncertainties. In
contrast to any previous versions of REAS, REAS 3.11 and CoREAS now reproduce the shape of the measured
lateral distributions correctly. This reflects a remarkable progress compared to the situation a few years ago,
and it seems that the main processes for the radio emission of air showers are now understood: The emission
is mainly due to the geomagnetic deflection of the electrons and positrons in the shower. Less important but
not negligible is the Askaryan effect (net charge variation). Moreover, we confirm that the refractive index
of the air plays an important role, since it changes the coherence conditions for the emission: Only the new
simulations including the refractive index can reproduce rising lateral distributions which we observe in a few
LOPES events. Finally, we show that the lateral distribution is sensitive to the energy and the mass of the
primary cosmic ray particles.
Keywords: cosmic rays, extensive air showers, radio emission, LOPES, lateral distribution
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1. Introduction
Hundred years after the discovery of cosmic rays [1]
the origin of the highest energy particles is still un-
clear and requires further measurements. The inter-
esting energy range above 1017 eV where the transi-
tion from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays is pre-
sumed [2] cannot be accessed by direct measurements
since the flux of cosmic rays above ∼ 1014 eV is too
low. Instead, cosmic rays are measured indirectly by
detecting air showers of secondary particles. Estab-
lished techniques for air shower measurements are the
detection of the secondary particles at ground, and
the measurement of atmospheric Cherenkov and flu-
orescence light emitted by air showers. The aim of all
measurements is to reconstruct the properties of the
primary cosmic ray particles from the air-shower ob-
servables, i.e. their arrival direction, energy and mass.
In particular, the latter two techniques give more pre-
cise measurements of the energy since they provide a
calorimetric measurement of the air showers. How-
ever, they have the disadvantage that they can be
used only during dark, moonless nights [3].
An alternative instrument for air shower detection
is given by digital radio antenna arrays, which also
can provide a measurement of the shower energy [4, 5]
and feature a duty-cycle of almost 100% like parti-
cle detector arrays [6, 7]. Current efforts like LOPES
[8, 9, 10], CODALEMA [11, 12], at ANITA [13], the
Pierre Auger Observatory [14], or at Tunka [15] still
focus on engineering work, i.e. to prove the applica-
bility of the radio technique to large scale observato-
ries, and to show that a precision similar to the one
of the fluorescence and air-Cherenkov techniques can
be achieved.
To make the radio technique competitive, it is cru-
cial to understand the radio emission mechanism in
sufficient detail. From previous work (e.g., Ref. [6])
we know that the radio emission of air showers origi-
nates mainly from the geomagnetic deflection of elec-
trons and positrons [16, 17], but also other effects
play a role, in particular the Askaryan effect [18],
i.e. the variation of the net charge excess over the
shower development. Recent models and simulation
codes also take into account the refractive index of
the air, which affects the coherence conditions for all
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radio emission mechanisms [19, 20, 21], as was al-
ready discussed more than 40 years ago in Ref. [22].
Cherenkov emission due to constant, not-accelerated
charges moving with superluminal velocity in a re-
fractive medium, however, is generally not included
in recent simulation codes because its contribution
is considered negligible [23]. The best way to test
our understanding of the overall emission is to com-
pare experimentally measured quantities, like the lat-
eral distribution of the radio signal, with simulations
based on certain models.
The lateral distribution of the radio signal is the
variation of the radio amplitude ǫ with the distance
to air shower axis d. It has already been studied
with LOPES [24, 25] and other experiments (e.g.,
CODALEMA [12]), and already it was compared to
simulations [26], however, only for single events or
with a limited statistics. These limited studies had
been sufficient to show that earlier models, not yet
including the refractive index of the air, could not
fully reproduce the measurements. Now, we present
the results of a systematic, per-event comparison of
radio lateral distributions measured with LOPES to
two recent, publicly available Monte Carlo simulation
codes: REAS 3.11 [27] and CoREAS (v 1.0) [28], re-
spectively. Since LOPES features an absolute ampli-
tude calibration [29], and neither REAS nor CoREAS
have free parameters to tune the absolute scale, the
presented comparison is not only qualitatively, but
also quantitatively meaningful.
There are other simulation codes available, e.g.,
ZHAireS [21], EVA [30], MGMR [31], SELFAS [32]
and the model described in Ref. [33]. Although they
use different approaches and techniques, they basi-
cally simulate the same physics for the radio emis-
sion of air showers, i.e., the geomagnetic and the
Askaryan effect, and some codes also include the re-
fractive index of the air. Since we have chosen on pur-
pose two simulation codes with a fixed, non-tunable
absolute scale, other codes can be indirectly com-
pared to LOPES when comparing them with REAS
3.11 or CoREAS, respectively. Such model-to-model
comparisons have already been performed, e.g., in
Refs. [34, 35]. In future, the next-generations exper-
iments LOFAR [36] and AERA [37] can be used to
test simulations in much more detail or, respectively,
at much larger axis distances.
2
2. Measurements
For the reconstruction of the lateral distribution
we use LOPES measurements of the years 2005-2009.
During this period, LOPES consisted of 30 absolute
calibrated, inverted v-shaped dipole antennas. Until
the end of 2006, all antennas were east-west aligned,
since for most shower geometries the radio signal is
preferentially east-west polarized due to the geomag-
netic radio emission. Afterwards, half of the anten-
nas were aligned in the north-south direction. In this
paper we focus on the lateral distribution measured
with the east-west aligned antennas, since the statis-
tics are larger and the signal-to-noise ratio is gener-
ally higher. At the end of the paper, we also present
first results for lateral distributions measured with
the north-south aligned antennas.
The LOPES antennas are located within the
KASCADE-Grande experiment [38] at the Karls-
ruhe Institute of Technology, Germany, and form
an array with a lateral extension of about 200m.
Whenever KASCADE-Grande detects a high-energy
shower (1016−1018 eV), it triggers LOPES which then
digitally measures the radio emission. The effective
bandwidth of LOPES is 43−74MHz, the trace length
about 0.8ms, and the sampling rate 80MHz. This
means that the LOPES setup fulfills the Nyquist sam-
pling theorem, i.e. the full information of the elec-
trical field strength in the measurement bandwidth
is contained in the data. Thus, the electrical field
strength between the sampled data points is retrieved
by up-sampling.
2.1. Analysis Procedure
The KASCADE-Grande reconstruction provides
the shower direction and the shower core (= inter-
section of the air shower axis with the ground), as
well as the primary energy, and the measured num-
bers of muons and electromagnetic particles. A sub-
set of these parameters (arrival direction, core posi-
tion, energy, muon number) is used as input for the
REAS 3.11 and CoREAS simulations, and another
subset (shower direction, core position) as input for
the LOPES analysis, whereby the shower direction is
optimized during the LOPES analysis using the radio
measurements.1
An essential part of the LOPES analysis is cross-
correlation beamforming. First, the electrical field
1The LOPES analysis software is available as open-source
at ‘http://usg.lofar.org’.
strength traces of each antenna are shifted in time
corresponding to the arrival direction of the air
shower (Fig. 1 a), and, second, a cross-correlation
between the different traces is calculated (CC beam,
Fig. 1 b) as well as a power beam measuring the total
power from the air shower arrival direction. Details
of this procedure can be found in Refs. [39, 40]. The
present analysis of the lateral distribution uses the
cross-correlation and power beam only for two pur-
poses: a selection of events with a clear radio signal,
and a determination of the exact time of the radio
pulse, which is an important input to determine the
radio amplitude in antennas with low signal-to-noise
ratio.
The radio signal in each individual antenna is de-
termined with a Hilbert envelope of the up-sampled
trace (Fig. 1 c), where the maximum of the Hilbert
envelope is a measure for the maximum instanta-
neous amplitude of the radio signal. Since the time
of the radio pulse is known from the preceding cross-
correlation beamforming, a measurement of the radio
amplitude at this time is possible in each individ-
ual antenna. For this, we take the maximum of the
Hilbert envelope closest to the time of the CC beam
maximum as input for the lateral distribution (Fig. 1
d). To convert the measured radio pulse amplitudes
into the absolute electrical field strength, we use sim-
ulations of our antenna gain pattern and calibration
measurements of the complete electronics chain in-
cluding the antenna. However, for a correct conver-
sion of the measured amplitudes to the east-west or,
respectively, the north-south polarization component
of the field strength vector, a measurement with at
least two differently aligned antennas at the same lo-
cation would be required. Since this is only available
for about half of the LOPES events and a few antenna
positions, we generally use a simplified conversion for-
mula, which is exact in the limit that the radio signal
is purely east-west polarized. For the simulations, we
determine the pulse amplitude by digitally filtering
the east-west polarization component of the simula-
ted radio signal to the effective bandwidth of LOPES
(cf. section 3).
We point out that a different analysis procedure
(e.g., using the integrated pulse power instead of the
amplitude) might result in a different lateral distribu-
tion. The lateral distribution likely depends on the
used frequency band, too. Theoretical models pre-
dict that the pulse shape and thus also the shape
of the frequency spectrum of the radio emission de-
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Figure 1: Example event measured with LOPES in 2005, when all antennas were aligned in the east-west direction: electrical field
strength traces of all antennas (a), smoothed cross-correlation (CC) beam and power beam (b), electrical field strength trace in
an individual antenna with a Hilbert envelope used to measure the maximum amplitude (c), lateral distribution (d).
pends on the distance to the air shower axis [34]. A
direct test of our results will still be possible when
results of measurements with a larger effective band-
width are digitally filtered to the effective bandwidth
of LOPES (43 − 74MHz). To facilitate a compari-
son with other experiments, we have normalized the
electrical field strength dividing by the effective band-
width of LOPES, though this will allow only a com-
parison at first order, since the frequency spectrum is
not flat [41, 42].
2.2. Event selection
For the present study, we preselected 3968 LOPES
events using the KASCADE-Grande measurement of
the same events, requiring a minimum reconstructed
energy of 1017 eV and a zenith angle θ ≤ 45◦. Then,
we selected only events which show a clear signal in
the CC beam, i.e. the fraction of correlated power
in the antennas (= height of CC beam / height of
power beam) must be larger than 80%. In addi-
tion, the signal-to-noise ratio of the CC beam must be
larger than 14 (normalized with a factor
√
Nant/30,
since not all 30 LOPES antennas are available in each
event). The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as the
height of a Gaussian fit to the CC beam smoothed by
block-averaging, divided by the RMS of the smoothed
CC beam in a part of the trace before the radio pulse.
Furthermore, we exclude events for which we mea-
sured a high atmospheric electrical field at ground
(Eatm > 3000V/m), since this can significantly affect
the radio emission of air showers [43, 44].
This way we attained 528 events. From these
events, we exclude in total 15 events for different rea-
sons: in 3 cases there have been technical problems
with one of the performed simulations, in one cases
the fit to the measured lateral distribution did not
converge for technical reasons in the fit algorithms,
in 14 cases the fit failed because at least one antenna
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Figure 2: Map of the LOPES array co-located with the
KASCADE-Grande experiment, and shower cores of the se-
lected LOPES events. Due to quality cuts of the KASCADE-
Grande reconstruction, only events with a core location within
the fiducial area of the KASCADE array or the Grande exten-
sion are accepted which gives rise to the distinct shapes of the
core locations.
measured a too low amplitude. Thus, 513 events re-
main for the lateral distribution analysis of this paper
(see Fig. 2). This is only a fraction of the preselected
events, since LOPES is not fully efficient at the chosen
energy threshold. For example, the efficiency depends
on the angle between the Earth’s magnetic field and
the air shower axis (= geomagnetic angle α), since
the signal height depends on the geomagnetic Lorentz
force. Furthermore, preselected events closer to the
LOPES antennas are more likely to pass the quality
cuts than events at larger axis distances, since the
radio amplitude decreases with increasing distance.
However, since we have done the simulations for ex-
actly the selected air showers, neither full efficiency
nor a uniform distribution of the events is required to
test the simulations with LOPES measurements.
2.3. Lateral distribution function (LDF)
According to experimental and theoretical studies,
the ’true’ lateral distribution function (LDF) is quite
complex, cf. Refs. [22, 45, 46, 47]: in the LOPES
distance and frequency range, the LDF flattens to-
wards the shower core, in some cases shows a bump
at an axis distance of about 120m and then shows
an approximately exponential decrease. On top of
that, the interference between the dominant geomag-
netic and the weaker Askaryan effect leads to a small
asymmetry depending on the observer azimuth rela-
tive to the shower core. According to Ref. [48], the
relative strength of the Askaryan effect compared to
the geomagnetic effect is about 11.5% at the location
of the Pierre Auger Observatory, where the geomag-
netic field is only half as strong as at the LOPES
site. Thus, the relative size of this effect should be
about 5 − 6% at LOPES, which is small compared
to the typical measurement uncertainty of the ampli-
tude in an individual LOPES antenna. Consequently,
the asymmetry of the lateral distribution is neglected
when defining the LDF for the present analysis. Find-
ing a function describing all these features correctly
would be an interesting study on its own, but is not
the focus of this paper.
Instead, we have decided to use a simplified 2-
parameter function which still is sufficient to test
whether the simulations can correctly describe the
absolute amplitude scale and the general shape of the
measured lateral distributions. Using a more complex
LDF with additional parameters describing the fea-
tures mentioned above would drastically reduce the
statistics of usable events, because only for a small
fraction of the events all fit parameters could be de-
termined with sufficient precision. E.g., if there were
one additional parameter to describe the flattening of
the lateral distribution near the shower axis, the fit
would be poorly confined for all events which have no
antenna close to the shower axis. Thus, we have de-
cided to use an exponential LDF with an amplitude
and a slope parameter, as already in Refs. [24, 25]
– in particular since a power law as alternative 2-
parameter LDF has been shown to be inappropriate
for LOPES events [24].
Even with the simple exponential LDF we can test
whether the simulations reproduce the more complex
features of the true lateral distribution in two dif-
ferent ways. First, we compare individual events and
see generally a good agreement in the shape. Second,
we compare the dependencies of the slope parameter
on the shower inclination and the mean axis distance
where the event is observed. The fact that there is
a dependence reflects that the true LDF is indeed
not a pure exponential. By comparing the measured
dependence with the simulated one, we can conse-
quently test (at least in first order) whether simu-
lations would fail to reproduce the general shape of
the true LDF. I.e., the complex nature of the true
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lateral distribution is reflected in the dependencies of
the LDF on the shower parameters and can be tested
this way. For this reason, testing simulations against
measurements does not require a complex LDF de-
scribing all the detailed features of the lateral distri-
bution. Instead, it is useful to choose a simple LDF
which gives a sufficient description of each individual
event. This allows for large statistics of events and
a relatively low uncertainty of the fit parameters at
the same time. For other purposes, the decision for a
specific LDF might be different, though.
Following this goal, we slightly modified the expo-
nential LDF used in Ref. [24]: First, we use the am-
plitude at an axis distance of 100m as fit parameter
instead of the amplitude at the shower core, since
100m is close to the mean axis distance of about
120m and close to the distance where least fluctu-
ations due to the primary particle type are expected
for LOPES (70 − 90m) [49]. This reduces the un-
certainty of the amplitude fit parameter while still
describing the same physics. Second, we switched
from the original slope parameter R0 (distance over
which the amplitude decreases by a factor 1/e) to its
reciprocal η = 1/R0. There are two reasons for this
change: First, some events show flat lateral distribu-
tions with an original slope parameter R0 much larger
than the lateral extension of LOPES, which is about
200m. For such flat events, exact values of R0 can
differ a lot while the absolute values of η are simi-
lar. Second, there are a few events with rising lateral
distributions, i.e. with a negative η, which for techni-
cal reasons would be difficult to fit using R0. Thus,
η = 1/R0 is the physically more sensible parameter.
Therefore, we use the following fit function for the
measured and simulated lateral distributions:
ǫ(d) = ǫ100 · exp (−η · (d− 100m)) (1)
with the amplitude (electrical field strength) ǫ(d) at
a distance to the air shower axis d, the amplitude at
100m as amplitude fit parameter ǫ100, and the slope
fit parameter η.
We checked whether a uniform exponential LDF
is indeed a sufficient approximation for individual
events, although the ‘real’ lateral distribution is more
complex. Therefore, we studied the spread of the am-
plitudes measured in individual antennas around the
exponential LDF fit. If the exponential LDF were
a perfect description of the measurements, we would
expect a spread only due to measurement uncertain-
ties. In this case the spread is expected to decrease
LOPES: relative spread from LDF fit (normalized std. dev.) [%]
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Figure 3: Spread of the amplitudes in individual antennas
around the exponential LDF fit for LOPES events with shower
core in the KASCADE array and the Grande extension, respec-
tively (cf. Fig. 2). Most Grande events have larger uncertain-
ties in ǫ100 than KASCADE events, since their shower core is
at a larger distance to the LOPES antennas.
with rising signal-to-noise ratio, and thus with ris-
ing amplitude of the event. The spread indeed de-
creases with increasing amplitude (Fig. 3), however,
it does not completely vanish since the exponential
LDF is only a simplification. Still, for most events
the spread seems to be dominated by noise, and the
remaining spread at high amplitudes is small. There-
fore, a uniform exponential LDF is justified for the
purpose of comparing simulations to LOPES mea-
surements, and the uncertainties introduced by this
simplification will be small compared to other uncer-
tainties.
2.4. Uncertainties
Numerous systematic effects have been studied to
check whether they influence the amplitude or slope
parameter of the lateral distribution. The three main
sources of uncertainties are the high ambient radio
background at the site of the LOPES experiment,
the calibration uncertainty of the absolute amplitude
scale, and the energy uncertainty of the KASCADE-
Grande reconstruction used as input for the REAS
3.11 and CoREAS simulations, respectively. All other
studied effects can either be avoided or are negligible
as summarized in the following subsections. How-
ever, there remain two uncertainties which are diffi-
cult to quantify: first, the simplification in the con-
version from measured pulse amplitudes to electrical
field strengths, since the used conversion formula is
exact only for east-west polarized signals; second, the
6
Figure 4: True amplitude of test pulses (before adding noise)
as function of the test pulse amplitude after adding noise to
the pulses. All amplitudes are normalized to the noise level.
Thus, the amplitude after adding noise is the signal-to-noise
ratio. The profile reflects the mean change of the amplitude
due to noise, and the standard deviation (vertical bars) is used
as a measure for the uncertainty of an amplitude measurement
at a certain signal-to-noise ratio.
simplified treatment of the simulations by just apply-
ing a rectangular band filter to the effective LOPES
bandwidth instead of a full detector simulation which
is not available, yet. Nevertheless, we tested that our
main conclusions do not depend on these two sim-
plifications: first, all statements on the compatibil-
ity between the measurements and the simulations
are also true when only events with arrival directions
are selected for which the simplified treatment gives
approximately the true east-west polarization com-
ponent; second, with a preliminary version of a full
detector simulation, we have tested that ignoring the
frequency dependence of the experimental hardware
properties will only have a slight systematic effect on
the slope of the lateral distributions. This might be
important when studying the composition of the pri-
mary cosmic rays, but it is not important when test-
ing if simulations are compatible to measurements. A
summary of all considered uncertainties can be found
in table 1.
2.4.1. Noise
In the noisy environment of a large research center
understanding the influence of noise on the measure-
ments is important to avoid any biases on the recon-
struction of lateral distributions [50]. Noise generates
an uncertainty for amplitude measurements which is
reflected in the statistical uncertainties of the lateral
distribution fit (minimizing χ2-fit done with ROOT
5.30.06 [51]). Understanding the influence of noise
on radio measurements in more detail requires some
effort: Radio noise can in principle interfere construc-
tively or destructively with the radio signal and thus
increase or decrease the true signal. This effect has
been studied by adding measured noise in the ana-
lysis software to measured test pulses. Depending
on the signal-to-noise ratio, an increase or decrease
is not equally likely (see Fig. 4). For details on the
test pulse study and on the method how the noise
level is determined in a consistent way see Ref. [52].
Correcting for the noise influence is important, since
noise systematically flattens lateral distributions, be-
cause antennas at larger distances typically have a
lower signal-to-noise ratio than antennas close to the
shower axis. The resulting effect on η is an average
decrease due to noise by about 7−8%, and the effect
on ǫ100 is an average increase by about 4 − 5%. To
avoid these biases, every single amplitude measure-
ment in each individual antenna is corrected for the
mean effect of noise observed at the corresponding
signal-to-noise ratio (profile in Fig. 4).
2.4.2. Amplitude calibration
The uncertainties of the absolute amplitude cali-
bration are discussed in detail in Ref. [29]. However,
all uncertainties in Ref. [29] are given for the gain
factor which is proportional to the square of the am-
plitude. The systematic calibration uncertainty orig-
inates from different sources, which contribute to this
analysis in different ways. The largest uncertainty is
the gain uncertainty of the calibration antenna. It
is given by the manufacturer as 2.5 dB which corre-
sponds to a scale uncertainty of about 35% for the
radio amplitude. The contribution of the LOPES an-
tenna model to the scale uncertainty is significantly
smaller than 35% and thus neglected for this analysis.
Although a scale uncertainty is not important when
comparing several LOPES events with each other (as
in Ref. [24]), it is crucial when comparing LOPES
events with other experiments or simulations. In par-
ticular, the scale uncertainty limits the testing power
whether a theoretical model can predict the abso-
lute amplitude correctly. Even for a perfect simula-
tion, the measured and simulated amplitude (i.e. ǫ100)
could deviate by up to 35%, though by the same
amount and in the same direction for all events.
In addition, there are two other types of calibra-
tion uncertainties, mainly due to the unknown influ-
ence of environmental variations. First, the gain of
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Table 1: Summary of uncertainties (relative values) which are considered for the comparison of measured and simulated lateral
distributions. Some effects are thought to have a negligible effect on the slope parameter η, which is indicated by ’-’.
uncertainty on ǫ100 uncertainty on η
Effects affecting the individual event
Noise determined for each event by LDF fit
Energy uncertainty per event 20% -
Amplitude calibration (environmental effects) 5% -
Effects affecting the absolute amplitude scale
Amplitude calibration 35% -
Energy scale uncertainty (KASCADE-Grande) 20% -
Noise: average corrected systematic effect 4− 5% 7− 8%
Pulse distortion due to dispersion < 5% < 2%
Up-Sampling < 2% < 2%
all antennas can change simultaneously in the same
direction, since all antennas are subject to more-or-
less the same environmental conditions at the same
time. This results in a per-event uncertainty of ǫ100
which can be treated in a similar way as a statistical
uncertainty and thus is quadratically added to the
statistical uncertainty of the LDF fit. Second, since
not all antennas react exactly equally to environmen-
tal changes, there is an additional uncertainty for the
amplitude measurement in each individual antenna
which has to be quadratically added to the uncer-
tainty due to noise. Both types of uncertainties are
almost an order of magnitude smaller than the scale
uncertainty. However, an underestimation of either of
the two types of uncertainties might lead to a wrong
rejection of the theoretical model. Thus, we conserva-
tively estimate both type of amplitude uncertainties
to 5% which is slightly more than the total environ-
mental uncertainty stated in Ref. [29] (9% for the
gain corresponding to 4.5% for the amplitude).
2.4.3. Energy uncertainty
For the KASCADE-Grande energy reconstruction
we use formulas based on the measurement of the
muon and electron numbers of the KASCADE array
[53] and the numbers of muons and charged particles
for KASCADE-Grande [54, 55]. The uncertainties of
this energy reconstruction formulas have been stud-
ied with Monte Carlo simulations. For the events
of the LOPES selection, the typical uncertainty is
about 20% for individual events. Since the radio am-
plitude scales almost linearly with the energy, this
means a corresponding systematic uncertainty of ǫ100
for the simulations, which we add quadratically to
the statistical uncertainty when comparing ǫ100 of
LOPES and the simulations event-by-event. In addi-
tion, the energy reconstruction of KASCADE, respec-
tively, KASCADE-Grande has a scale uncertainty es-
timated to about 20%. The effect of this scale un-
certainty is similar to the amplitude calibration scale
uncertainty, i.e., all simulated amplitudes could be si-
multaneously by up-to 20% too high or too low. For
the slope parameter η, the energy uncertainty is ne-
glected. First, the energy dependence of η is expected
to be very weak and, second, only the mean η is com-
pared between measurements and simulations, since
a comparison of η for individual events is hampered
by shower-to-shower fluctuations.
2.4.4. Antenna altitude and shower inclination
All LOPES antennas are placed within 1m at the
same altitude. Therefore, any possible effects of the
altitude on the measured lateral distributions can be
neglected to very good approximation. However, for
inclined showers the antennas have a different alti-
tude in shower coordinates, i.e. relative to a plane per-
pendicular to the shower axis. Thus, the air shower
radio signal can have different propagation lengths to
antennas at an equal distance d to the shower axis.
The order-of-magnitude of this effect can roughly be
estimated by assuming a simple point source in the
sky with a spherical wavefront. Although, the real
radio wavefront of air showers is approximately con-
ical [56], already the simple spherical approximation
reveals that the effect of the shower inclination is
negligible for LOPES. When assuming a distance of
5 km (typical radius when fitting a spherical wave-
front during the beamforming analysis) and a zenith
angle θ = 30◦, the different antenna heights in shower
coordinates lead to a maximum difference in the radio
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amplitude of (200m · sin 30◦)/5 km ≈ 2%, since the
lateral extension of LOPES is about 200m. The typ-
ical effect ought to be even smaller. Thus, the syste-
matic uncertainties due to the shower inclination can
be neglected for LOPES, but might be important for
radio arrays with larger lateral extensions.
2.4.5. Pulse distortion (filter dispersion)
Pulse distortion by the dispersion of the LOPES
bandpass filter can increase or decrease the pulse am-
plitude depending on the pulse shape [57]. However,
the pulse shape of measured air shower radio pulses
is known only roughly, since the high ambient noise
level at LOPES and the limited effective bandwidth
(43− 74MHz) do not allow precise pulse shape mea-
surements. Thus, we try to decrease systematic un-
certainties by digitally correcting the measured radio
pulses for the known pulse distortion of the LOPES
bandpass filters. All other LOPES components (e.g.,
the antennas) contribute less to pulse distortion, and
we can take the correctable effect of the bandpass
filter dispersion as an upper limit for the remaining
pulse distortion of all other LOPES components. It
has been studied by reconstructing the lateral distri-
bution with and without digitally correcting for the
dispersion of the bandpass filter: The remaining un-
certainty of ǫ100 is smaller than 5% and the uncer-
tainty of η is smaller than 2%.
2.4.6. Up-Sampling
Since the LOPES hardware fulfills the Nyquist
sampling theorem by sampling in the second Nyquist
domain (80MHz sampling rate and an effective band-
width of 43 − 74MHz), up-sampling is applied. Up-
sampling is the correct interpolation between the
sampled data points of the time series. To test the
effect of up-sampling on the reconstruction of the lat-
eral distributions, the same events have been ana-
lyzed with different up-sampling rates: up-sampling
is mostly important for the cross-correlation beam-
forming which precedes the reconstruction of the lat-
eral distribution. The mean effect on the lateral dis-
tribution itself is smaller than 2% for both η and
ǫ100. In principle, the effect can be made even smaller
by using a higher up-sampling factor. However, this
would demand additional computing recourses, and
is not necessary, since the total uncertainty on η and
ǫ100 is dominated by other effects.
3. Simulations
For the comparison of the lateral distribution
of LOPES measurements with the lateral distribu-
tion predicted by simulations, REAS (v 3.11) and
CoREAS (v 1.0) were selected to model the radio
emission from air showers. Both are publicly avail-
able Monte Carlo simulation codes developed in the
frame of LOPES. In principle, both simulate the same
physics, i.e., they calculate the radio emission from
air showers by superposing the radiation of the indi-
vidual particles of the air shower. Both, the estab-
lished REAS simulations and the new CoREAS sim-
ulations, are based on the endpoint formalism, i.e. no
specific assumptions on the emission mechanism have
to be made [27, 23].
In principle, any radiation originating from the ac-
celeration, creation, annihilation or disappearance of
air-shower particles can be described. In practice, the
air showers are simulated with CORSIKA [58] using
the hadronic interaction models QGSJetII.03 [59] and
FLUKA [60, 61]. Other hadronic interaction models
might result in a slightly different radio emission, de-
pending on how much the electromagnetic air-shower
component changes. Since only the relativistic air-
shower electrons and positrons have a significant ef-
fect on the simulated radio emission [62], other parti-
cles are neglected. Moreover, acceleration by electric
fields is neglected, since experimental results indicate
that atmospheric electric fields do not have any sig-
nificant effect on the radio emission during normal
weather conditions [43, 44]. Finally, REAS 3.11 and
CoREAS both consider a realistic, height-dependent
refractive index of the atmosphere, which changes the
coherence conditions for any radio emission generated
by the air shower.
The difference between REAS 3.11 and CoREAS is
that CoREAS is directly implemented in CORSIKA,
while REAS 3.11 is a separate software which makes
use of output generated by CORSIKA. For REAS, the
information on the electrons and positrons is taken
from histograms, thus losing information on the indi-
vidual particles. Consequently, CoREAS is expected
to provide a more accurate simulation of the same
physics. Nevertheless, we see in the performed com-
parisons that REAS 3.11 gives a better description of
the LOPES data, and thus compare to both simula-
tion codes.
For the comparison between the simulations and
LOPES data as shown in this article, each event was
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Figure 5: Example event for the comparison of LOPES lateral distributions to REAS 3.11 simulations (left), and CoREAS
simulations (right), for protons (top) and iron nuclei (bottom) as primary particles: amplitudes at the individual antennas and
an exponential fit. The stated uncertainties of ǫ100 and η are the statistical fit uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties are
given as bands: a 35% scale uncertainty for the LOPES measurements and a systematic uncertainty of typically 20% for each
simulated event due to the energy uncertainty of KASCADE-Grande. For reference, also the energy E, the zenith angle θ and the
azimuth angle φ are given.
simulated for two different types of the primary par-
ticle of the air shower, namely protons and iron nu-
clei (see Fig. 5 for example lateral distributions). For
this, a simulated air shower reproducing the observ-
ables measured by KASCADE is chosen, in particu-
lar the geometry, the energy and the muon number.
Furthermore, before comparing the output of the sim-
ulations with the data obtained with LOPES, a fre-
quency filter needs to be applied to the simulations
since they are performed for an unlimited frequency
band and LOPES is measuring in the effective band
of 43− 74MHz. The filtering of both the REAS and
the CoREAS simulations to a finite observing band-
width is performed with REASPlot (a helper applica-
tion included in the REAS package) using an idealized
rectangle filter.
3.1. Selection of CORSIKA shower by muon number
For the purpose of testing simulation codes against
data, it would be ideal if one could reproduce the ex-
perimentally observed shower with all its properties.
For the geometry and the energy this is relatively
easy, since these properties can be selected as input
parameters for the shower simulations, in our case
CORSIKA. However, due to shower-to-shower fluctu-
ations, each simulated shower (with the same energy
and geometry) is different. This leads to systematic
uncertainties when comparing simulations and mea-
surements event-by-event, and this is the reason why
we give quantitative conclusions based on histograms
and average values.
To select one of the numerous air-shower simula-
tions which are possible for each event, we developed
a new methodology taking into account the measure-
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Figure 6: Flow chart of the simulation chain for the production of the REAS 3.11 and CoREAS simulations used in this article.
In the ellipses are the input parameters determining the air shower physics. In the hexagons are parameters or information from
the programs themselves for the following simulation program.
ments of the KASCADE particle detector array, i.e.,
in addition to the shower geometry and energy, in
particular the muon number. A selection of a specific
shower for the radio simulation is necessary, since
only a few air-shower and REAS 3.11 simulations
per measured cosmic-ray event are processable due to
limited computing times. Of the many possible simu-
lated showers for the geometry and energy given by
KASCADE-Grande, we decided to choose a shower
with a muon number similar to the measurement, in-
stead of a random shower.
The methodology we developed for the shower
selection is summarized in Fig. 6. It makes use
of CONEX [63, 64], an air-shower simulation code
incorporated in the used version of CORSIKA.
CONEX saves computing time compared to a stan-
dard CORSIKA simulation, since it uses a Monte
Carlo simulation only for the first few air-shower in-
teractions, and then makes use of cascade-equations
to calculate the air shower. Thus, with CONEX is is
possible to simulate several 100 showers within rea-
sonable computing time, and then select one of these
showers for the complete CORSIKA simulation.
The method for shower selection might be espe-
cially useful for multi-hybrid observatories, it can also
be used to select showers by Xmax instead of by
muon number. Therefore, we give a detailed descrip-
tion of the method in Appendix B. It can be used to
improve the method and transfer it to other experi-
ments.
If a measurement of additional, complementary
shower parameters were available (e.g., Xmax and
muon number), then in principle it should be possi-
ble to beat shower-to-shower fluctuations by selecting
a simulated shower which reproduces all measured
shower parameters. It is clear, that in the present
analysis we can only partially reach this goal, be-
cause KASCADE-Grande features only a measure-
ment of the muon number, but no measurement of
Xmax. In addition, there are systematic uncertain-
ties, since there are no hadronic models available
which completely reproduce all measured properties
of air-shower muons. For these reasons, the shower
selection by muon number has on average only a small
effect on the impact of shower-to-shower fluctuations,
at least in the way we performed it (see Appendix B
for details). In particular, the average values and
the standard deviations of the slope parameter η and
the amplitude parameter ǫ100 change only marginally
when the showers are selected by muon number in-
stead of randomly. Still, for principle reasons we
want to use all observables provided by KASCADE-
Grande. Consequently, we decided to use the muon
selection, although it has no significant effect on the
conclusions of the analysis. In any case, such a se-
lection criterion might be useful for future studies at
other experiments.
With this, the computing time is optimized while
taking into account all shower information available
from the KASCADE measurements and selecting a
suitable air shower and its radio emission for the com-
parison. The selection criterion based on the number
of muons measured by KASCADE has the advantage
that the specific air shower represents the measured
air shower with a higher probability than a typical
or randomly chosen air shower. However, even when
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Figure 7: Per event comparison of the amplitude parameter ǫ100 between LOPES measurements and REAS 3.11 (left) and CoREAS
(right), respectively, simulations for protons (top) and iron nuclei (bottom) as primary particles. The dashed lines around the
solid line indicate the scale uncertainty of ±35% due to the absolute amplitude calibration of LOPES. The dotted lines around
the long-dashed line indicate the ±20% scale uncertainty of the KASCADE-Grande energy reconstruction. These lines have been
shifted by the scale mismatch between the simulations and the measurements (see Fig. 11 for the scale factors).
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Figure 8: Relative deviation of ǫ100. For REAS 3.11 the mean deviation is significantly smaller than the calibration scale uncertainty
of 35%, which, however, is not the case for CoREAS.
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fixing the muon number, there are still shower-to-
shower fluctuations. To completely avoid the effect
of shower-to-shower fluctuations, one would have to
fix at least another shower parameter, e.g., the atmo-
spheric depth of the shower maximum, Xmax. This is
not possible for LOPES, since KASCADE features no
Xmax measurement. Consequently, the simulation of
a single event is not expected to exactly reproduce the
measurement of that individual event. Nevertheless,
the simulations are expected to reproduce the mea-
surements on average and the statistics of simulated
and measured events are sufficiently large to test this.
4. Results
In this section we compare the LOPES measure-
ments with the REAS 3.11 and CoREAS simula-
tions. With the exception of the absolute amplitude,
REAS 3.11 and CoREAS show a very similar behav-
ior, and can both describe the measured lateral distri-
butions. A comparison for the amplitude parameter
ǫ100 is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. REAS 3.11 gener-
ally gives slightly lower amplitudes than measured
– independently whether protons or iron nuclei are
used as primary particles for the simulations, but we
expect a constant shift of the measured versus the
simulated amplitudes of up to ±35% due to the cali-
bration scale uncertainty of LOPES. Thus the ampli-
tudes of the REAS 3.11 simulations are fully com-
patible with the LOPES measurements. However,
the amplitudes simulated with CoREAS for the same
events are significantly lower, and hardly compatible
with the measurements, even when taking into ac-
count the calibration scale uncertainty and the energy
scale uncertainty of KASCADE-Grande, respectively,
KASCADE. This difference between REAS 3.11 and
CoREAS is not understood yet. Maybe the informa-
tion loss due to the histogramming of the particles
for the REAS simulations is responsible for this ef-
fect. Moreover, we recognize that the agreement be-
tween LOPES and REAS 3.11 amplitudes is slightly
better for small values of ǫ100, i.e. for events with
lower energy. The reason might be that the energy
reconstruction of the original KASCADE experiment
has not been developed for energies above 1017 eV.
Hence, the energy and, consequently the radio am-
plitude, of some high energy events might be slightly
underestimated.
Moreover, we have studied whether the spread vis-
ible in Fig. 7 is compatible with the expectations due
to the uncertainties of the individual data points. A
simple χ2-test, however, would be insufficient because
it would be dominated by the mismatch in the scale:
since the CoREAS simulations have generally smaller
amplitude parameters ǫ100 than REAS, they also have
smaller absolute uncertainties, which would lead to
a larger χ2, but does not necessarily mean a worse
agreement regarding the spread. Therefore, we have
first rescaled both the simulated ǫ100 values and their
uncertainties to get rid of the scale mismatch. The
χ2-spread around the shifted lines in Fig. 7, is domi-
nated by the outliers and yields reduced χ2 values be-
tween 1.7 and 1.9 for the different cases. This means
that we have more outliers in the comparison than ex-
pected by a standard Gaussian interpretation of our
uncertainties. The reason for these outliers will be
further investigated.
Consequently, another statistical test less sensitive
to outliers is applied, to judge on the compatibility
of the individual deviations in the amplitude com-
parison (Fig. 7). Fig. 11 displays histograms of the
individual deviations between the measured and si-
mulated amplitudes ǫ100 divided by the individual
uncertainties of each event and taking into account
the scale mismatch. The width (= standard devia-
tion of a fitted Gaussian) is slightly smaller than 1.
Thus, we either have slightly overestimated the indi-
vidual uncertainties or there is a correlation between
the uncertainties of simulations and measurements.
A possible explanation is that a part of the statisti-
cal fit uncertainty does not originate from statistical
uncertainties of the amplitudes in individual anten-
nas, but from ’true’ deviations around the fit, e.g.,
due to the weak geometrical asymmetry of the radio
lateral distribution caused by the interference of the
geomagnetic and the Askaryan effect. If these true de-
viations are reproduced by the simulations correctly,
this would indeed lead to some degree of correlation
between the fit uncertainties of the simulations and
measurements. Consequently, with the exception of a
few events with a very large deviation, the spread in
Fig. 7 is compatible with our expectations, and does
not express any incompatibility between simulations
and measurements.
The slope parameter η is compared on average
(Fig. 9), but not per individual event, since it depends
on the atmospheric depth of the shower maximum
[25], and there is no way to reproduce the (unknown)
shower maximum of the measured events with the
individual simulations. Experimental observation in-
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Figure 9: Comparison of the slope parameter η between LOPES measurements and REAS 3.11, respectively, CoREAS simulations
for protons and iron nuclei as primary particles.
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Figure 10: Statistical uncertainty of the slope parameter η. The uncertainties of the LOPES measurements are generally larger
than for the simulations, since the measurements are affected by noise, but the simulations do only contain numerical noise.
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dicates that the composition in the relevant energy
range is relatively heavy [65], and that the average
mass almost certainly is in-between the masses of
protons and iron nuclei. Thus, we expect that the
measured distribution of η lies in-between the simu-
lations done for the extreme cases of a pure proton
and a pure iron primary composition, if the simula-
tions are compatible with the measurements. This is
the case for both the REAS 3.11 and the CoREAS
simulations.
The qualitative difference between proton and iron
simulations is reasonable, and confirms earlier results
that the slope of the lateral distribution is sensitive to
the composition of the primary cosmic rays [4, 45, 49].
Thus, protons on average interact deeper in the air
and have a steeper radio lateral distribution than
iron nuclei. However, quantitative results for the re-
construction of the primary mass with radio lateral
distributions have to be taken very carefully, since
they depend on the used hadronic interaction models
for the CORSIKA simulations. Moreover, the recon-
struction of the composition will likely be affected
by the simplified application of the detector prop-
erties for the reconstruction of the simulated radio
amplitude. However, comparing the difference of the
mean η between the proton and iron simulations (ap-
prox. 1.7 km-1, Fig. 9, and also Fig. 15) with the typ-
ical uncertainty of η (Fig. 10) provides an idea of the
precision a possible mass reconstruction could have.
For the LOPES measurements, which are affected by
the high level of ambient radio background at Karls-
ruhe, the mean uncertainty of η is in the same order
as the typical difference between proton and iron in-
duced showers. For the simulations, which do only
contain numerical noise, the mean uncertainty of η is
significantly smaller than the difference between pro-
ton and iron induced showers. This shows that the
primary mass can in principle be reconstructed with
radio measurements, provided that the experiment is
located in a region with low radio background or di-
mensioned for higher primary energies.
Also with respect to the shape of the lateral distri-
bution both the REAS 3.11 and the CoREAS simula-
tions are in much better agreement with the measure-
ments than previously tested simulations which did
not take into account the refractive index of the air.
Already in Ref. [24] we observed that the lateral dis-
tribution of some events flattens towards the shower
core. With the improved fitting function, we discov-
ered that in a few cases the slope parameter η is even
negative, i.e. the lateral distribution rises (see Fig. 12
for a rising lateral distribution, and Fig. 13 for a flat-
tening lateral distribution). First indications for ris-
ing lateral distributions have already been described
in Ref. [66], and a first theoretical explanation has
been given by Ref. [22], which we now confirm. Both
the flattening and the rising lateral distributions can
be caused by the refractive index of the air which
changes the coherence conditions [19]. Only at the
Cherenkov angle, the radio emission from all stages
of the shower development arrives at approximately
the same time, which results in a higher radio am-
plitude at an axis distance of about 120m. Also in
first measurements reported by LOFAR [67], indica-
tions for such a bump can be seen. It can be inter-
preted as result of a Cherenkov-like beaming. How-
ever, one must carefully keep in mind that the main
origin of the radio emission is not the polarization of
the ambient medium by constantly moving charges as
for normal Cherenkov light detectable at near-optical
frequencies, but still the geo-magnetic deflection of
electrons and positrons in the air shower, and the
time-variation of the charge excess. Depending on
the shower geometry, this bump can lead to rising
lateral distributions – in particular, when most of the
antennas have an axis distance below 120m. Con-
cluding, both REAS 3.11 and CoREAS seem to re-
produce the shape of measured lateral distributions
correctly, at least in the frequency band and distance
range of LOPES.
4.1. Correlations with shower parameters
In the previously published analysis focusing on the
experimental results [24], dependencies of the ampli-
tude and slope parameter with other shower param-
eters were studied. With the improved analysis and
increased statistics we confirm the dependencies re-
ported in this previous paper for the LOPES mea-
surements. Furthermore, we have tested whether
REAS 3.11 and CoREAS can reproduce the char-
acteristics of the measurement, and find a general
agreement between simulations and measurements.
In particular, the simulations reproduce the depen-
dencies on the arrival direction, which is implicitly
taken into account in our study, since each simula-
ted event is made using the geometry of the mea-
sured shower. For instance, due to the geomagnetic
effect, the amplitude parameter ǫ100 depends both in
the measurements and in the simulations in the same
way on the azimuth and zenith angle.
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Figure 12: Lateral distribution with a negative slope parameter in the LOPES measurements which in contrast to earlier versions
of REAS not considering the refractive index of the atmosphere, is now reproduced by both REAS 3.11 and CoREAS.
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Figure 13: Example event for which a flattening towards the shower axis is observed.
Moreover, the amplitude parameter ǫ100 is clearly
correlated with the primary energy (Fig. 14), and
shows only a weak dependence on the composition
of the primary cosmic rays. This confirms that the
primary energy can be estimated by measuring the
lateral distribution of the radio emission (and the ar-
rival direction), as shown already in Ref. [4], and con-
firmed at CODALEMA [68] and LOPES [49]. Using
REAS 2 and REAS 3 simulations not yet including
the refractive index of the air, Refs. [4] and [49] give
an optimal distance to measure the radio amplitude
for energy reconstruction, which is the distance for
which the mass of the primary particle has a minimal
influence on the radio amplitude. In newer studies
[5], we have shown that this typical distance range
changes only slightly to 70 − 100m, when CoREAS
simulations including the refractive index are used.
This distance is by chance close to the typical antenna
distance of 100m which we use for the fit parameter
ǫ100. In Refs. [10, 49], we demonstrated by comparing
the LOPES to the KASCADE-Grande energy recon-
struction that a statistical precision for the energy of
better than 20% can be achieved.
Also for the slope parameter η we see the same cor-
relations to other shower parameters in the LOPES
measurements and in the simulations. η is clearly
correlated with the zenith angle θ and the mean dis-
tance of the antennas to the shower axis (Fig. 15):
the more inclined the shower and the smaller the av-
erage distance from the antennas to the shower axis,
the flatter is the radio lateral distribution. Both ef-
fects have to be taken into account if one aims for a
reconstruction of the type and mass of the primary
cosmic ray particles [25]. An interesting aspect of the
correlation of η with the mean axis distance is that for
near events, the measurements seem to be closer to
the proton assumption, and for distant events closer
to the iron assumption. However, this does not nec-
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Figure 14: Profiles of the amplitude parameter ǫ100 of measured and simulated lateral distributions versus the primary energy
E. The horizontal bars represent the bin width; the vertical bars denote the statistical error calculated as standard deviation
divided by the square root of the number of events, where the bins without vertical bar contain only one event. While the general
shift between the measurements and the REAS 3.11 simulations can easily be explained by the calibration scale uncertainty, the
amplitude discrepancy between CoREAS and LOPES is significantly larger than the known scale uncertainties.
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Figure 15: Profiles of the slope parameter η of measured and simulated lateral distributions versus the zenith angle θ and the
mean axis distance of the events. Although, there seems to be a slightly different dependence of η with the mean axis distance, we
cannot exclude that simulations and measurements are compatible with each other. Our event selection and reconstruction might
be biased for distant events, i.e., events whose core is not contained in the LOPES array.
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essarily mean that the simulations would be incom-
patible to the measurements. Since the shower core
of the distant events is outside of the LOPES array,
we likely have a higher detection chance for events
with flatter lateral distribution. Thus, the effect can
probably be explained by an experimental selection
bias, and consequently does not indicate a discrep-
ancy between the simulations and the measurements.
Consequently, for any analyses aiming for a recon-
struction of the cosmic-ray composition, only events
with shower cores contained inside of an antenna ar-
ray should be used.
5. Conclusions
We performed a comparison of radio lateral distri-
butions measured with LOPES and simulated on an
event-by-event basis with REAS 3.11 and CoREAS,
respectively. For this purpose, and in the limited dis-
tance and frequency range of LOPES, a simple, uni-
form exponential lateral-distribution function is suf-
ficient. The ‘true’ lateral distribution is more com-
plex and depends on the shower geometry: in many
cases the lateral distribution is flattening towards the
shower core and steepening towards larger distances.
In some cases the lateral distribution seems to have a
bump at about 120m, which even can lead to a rising
lateral distribution up to roughly this distance. Con-
sequently, other antenna arrays (e.g., LOFAR [47],
AERA [69], Tunka-Rex [15]) covering a larger band-
width and a larger distance range in individual events
might have to use more complicated lateral distribu-
tion functions.
The qualitative and quantitative results of the com-
parison between the simulations and measurements
reflect a remarkable progress in the understanding
of the radio emission generated by air-showers: In
contrast to previously tested simulations, REAS 3.11
can reproduce all tested features of the lateral distri-
bution, including the absolute amplitude, the shape,
and correlations with other shower observables within
the uncertainties. Thus, we conclude that REAS 3.11
can correctly reproduce the radio amplitude in the ef-
fective frequency band of LOPES (43−74MHz), and
in the distance range of LOPES daxis . 300m.
Also CoREAS can reproduce the shape of the
lateral distribution and the correlations with other
shower parameters. The absolute amplitude of the
radio signal predicted by CoREAS is lower by a fac-
tor of approximately two than for REAS 3.11. Thus,
the absolute amplitude predicted by CoREAS is only
marginally compatible with the LOPES measure-
ments. The reason for the difference in the amplitude
scale is not known yet. It is interesting since techni-
cally CoREAS is the more accurate model: it does
not loose information of the CORSIKA air-shower
simulation by histogramming, as REAS 3.11 does.
Of course, we can not completely exclude that the
mismatch is due to some kind of yet undiscovered
mistake, e.g., an unknown error in either the simu-
lations themselves, the analysis procedure, or an un-
derestimation of the scale uncertainties, but we are
not aware of any unsolved issue which could explain
this difference. Perhaps, there still remains an impor-
tant aspect of the air shower and its radio emission to
be understood. In the future, we can also test other
radio simulation codes against LOPES data to study
this issue. Furthermore, LOFAR, a much denser an-
tenna array operating approximately in the same fre-
quency and distance range as LOPES, will be able to
test the structure of the lateral distribution in greater
detail [36]. Complementary, the sparser antenna ar-
ray AERA will be able to study the lateral distribu-
tion at large distances, since it features an extension
of several km [37].
With the exception of the absolute amplitude, no
significant difference is observed by us between REAS
3.11 and CoREAS for the bandwidth and distance
range of LOPES. However, a purely theoretical com-
parison between REAS 3.11 and CoREAS indicates
that differences can be expected at high frequencies
and very small axis distances [35]. Moreover, the si-
mulated radio emission depends on the hadronic in-
teraction models used for the underlying air-shower
simulations. Recently, different hadronic interac-
tion models converged, but still, all available models
have some deficits describing air showers at ultra-high
energies. Thus, a ‘correct’ hadronic interaction model
could shift the absolute scale of the radio amplitude,
for two reasons: first, the underlying energy scale of
KASCADE-Grande depends on the hadronic interac-
tion models; second, for a given energy, the radio
emission depends on the electromagnetic air-shower
component. In case that these systematic effects act
by chance in the same direction as the calibration
scale uncertainty of LOPES, we cannot exclude that
the measured amplitudes might become compatible
with the CoREAS simulations.
Both REAS 3.11 and CoREAS reproduce now ris-
ing lateral distributions which we measure in a few
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LOPES events. We interpret this as effect of the re-
fractive index of air, since previous versions of REAS
not including the refractive index could not repro-
duce this feature. Consequently, in addition to the
dominant geomagnetic emission and the Askaryan ef-
fect, the refractive index of air apparently plays an
important role for the radio emission of air showers.
This is because the refractive index changes the co-
herence conditions for the radio emission which leads
to a Cherenkov-like time compression of the radio
signal [19] and, consequently, to an amplification of
the radio emission at the Cherenkov angle causing
the bump mentioned above. Still, one should keep
in mind one essential difference to the emission of
Cherenkov light by air-showers at near-optical fre-
quencies: While this ’standard’ Cherenkov light is
caused by constant charges moving with approxi-
mately constant, superluminal speed, the dominant
origin of the radio emission is the acceleration and
variation of charges in the air shower. The Cherenkov
emission due to the constant movement of the charges
is considered negligible at radio frequencies [23], and
not included in the tested simulation codes.
Finally, we confirm with the measurements and
simulations that the radio lateral distribution is sensi-
tive to the energy and mass of the primary cosmic-ray
particles. The amplitude is clearly correlated with
the energy, and the slope depends on the type and
mass of the primary particle, which is expected since
we already know that the slope of measured lateral
distributions is sensitive to the longitudinal shower
development [25]. At LOPES, this method seems to
be limited by the high level of ambient radio back-
ground. Future experiments at locations with lower
background have to show whether the precision of
other established detection techniques for air showers
like air-fluorescence or air-Cherenkov light detection
can be achieved.
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Appendix A: Results for north-south polariza-
tion
For a part of the LOPES events also measurements
with 15 north-south aligned antennas are available.
Although the statistics are poorer, since only 110
events of the selection pass the quality cuts for the
north-south polarization, the qualitative results are
the same: The absolute amplitude ǫ100 at an axis
distance of 100m is slightly lower for REAS 3.11
than for LOPES, but compatible within the scale un-
certainties of the LOPES amplitude calibration, and
KASCADE-Grande energy used as input for the sim-
ulations (Fig. 16). For CoREAS, ǫ100 is too low by
more than a factor of two, and thus incompatible
with the LOPES measurements. As for the east-west
component, also the slope parameter η for the north-
south component is compatible with the measure-
ments for both REAS 3.11 and CoREAS (Fig. 17).
Appendix B: Method for shower selection by
muon number
Here we give a more detailed description on the
methodology we used to select a simulated shower by
its muon number.
As a starting point, the air shower parameters re-
constructed by KASCADE (and KASCADE-Grande)
such as the primary energy, the zenith and the az-
imuth angle and the core position are used as input
parameters for the air shower simulation. For this,
a newly developed CORSIKA version (beta-version
of CORSIKA 7, based on CORSIKA 6960) was used
in which CONEX [63] is directly implemented [64].
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Since CONEX uses a Monte Carlo simulation only for
the first few air-shower interactions, and then makes
use of cascade-equations to calculate the air-shower,
CONEX saves significant computing time compared
to the Monte-Carlo simulation by CORSIKA. This is
true even though for the CORSIKA simulations we
use the thinning technique [58] (10−6 thinning with
optimized weight limitation), to allow for reasonable
computing times (about 1 day per event on a stan-
dard personal computer at the time of writing).
We have made 200 CONEX simulations for each
event if the primary particle is a proton and 100 in
case of an iron nucleus as primary particle due to the
smaller shower-to-shower fluctuations. Input param-
eters for the CONEX simulation are chosen according
to the KASCADE setup: observer height is 110m,
the cut-off energies of the muons is set equal to the
energy threshold for muons of KASCADE, i.e. muons
with energies below 230MeV are no more tracked
in the CONEX simulation. This is important, since
KASCADE is only sensitive to muons with energies
larger than 230MeV and the number of muons simu-
lated with CONEX has to be comparable with the
measurement2.
To compare the number of muons at the observer
height simulated with CONEX in CORSIKA to the
number of muons measured by KASCADE, we have
to take into account that the used hadronic interac-
tion model (QGSJetII.O3) generally fails to repro-
duce the muons of air showers above 1017 eV [70, 71].
At the moment of writing, we are not aware of
any model which would solve this issue completely.
Thus, we have decided to rescale the simulated muon
number such that it matches on average the mea-
sured numbers. We calculated the average simula-
ted muon number in different zenith angle bins for
proton and iron simulations separately. This way
we achieved two linear, zenith-dependent correction
functions, one to scale the muon number of the simu-
lated showers with proton primaries, and one for the
showers with iron primaries.
For each LOPES event, we have chosen the two
simulated air showers, one with proton, one with
iron primary, which have the smallest deviation from
2For the CORSIKA simulation, however, the energy cuts
are set lower, since these muons can produce electrons and
positrons contributing to the radio signal of the air shower.
With CONEX implemented in CORSIKA, it is possible to
choose different energy cuts for the cascade equations than for
the full Monte Carlo simulation.
the measured muon number, after applying the cor-
rection. These showers are re-calculated with the
complete Monte Carlo simulation CORSIKA (using
10−6 thinning). Since the new version of CONEX is
directly implemented in CORSIKA, the same algo-
rithms and random number generators are used, i.e.
CORSIKA makes a Monte Carlo simulation of the
same air-shower selected from the CONEX simula-
tions. During this full CORSIKA simulation of the
selected shower, the radio emission is directly calcu-
lated with CoREAS, as are the histograms used for
REAS. Finally, the REAS 3.11 simulations are run
based on these histograms.
We are aware that the way we performed the muon
selection, it has only little influence on the average
impact of shower-to-shower fluctuations, though the
intention is to choose a simulated shower as close to
the observed shower as possible. For future analyses,
we can imagine several improvements to get closer
to this ideal situation. With the availability of LHC
measurements, better hadronic models will become
available, which correctly describe air-shower muons
in the energy range of interest. Then, no correc-
tion functions would be necessary to adjust the muon
scale. This should be true at least if we use a complete
detector simulation of KASCADE-Grande to deter-
mine the simulated muon number. In addition, fur-
ther properties like the slope of the muon lateral dis-
tribution, or a mass estimator of KASCADE-Grande
could be taken into account. Since the testing power
of LOPES at the moment is limited by the systematic
scale uncertainties of the radio amplitude, we did not
find it necessary to wait for all these improvements for
the publication of the present analysis. Still, for more
accurate radio measurements at future experiments,
it might be worth to take such improvements into ac-
count when applying a similar selection method for
simulated showers.
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Figure 16: Relative deviation of ǫ100 for the north-south polarization for REAS 3.11 (left) and CoREAS (right).
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Figure 17: Comparison of the slope parameter η for the north-south polarization.
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